Books for Younger Children

2016 (64th) New shoes -- Meyer F M5768n

2015 (63rd) Separate but never equal: Sylvia Mendez and her family's fight for desegregation -- Tonatiuh 379.26 T61s

2014 (62nd) Brave girl: Clara and the shirtwaist makers' strike of 1909 -- Markel 331.892 M341b

2013 (61st) Each kindness -- Woodson E W868e

2012 (60th) The mangrove tree: planting trees to feed families -- Roth 577.69 R742m

2011 (59th) Emma's poem: the voice of the Statue of Liberty -- Glaser 808.1 G462e

2010 (58th) Nasreen's secret school: a true story from Afghanistan -- Winter

2009 (57th) Planting the trees of Kenya: the story of Wangari Maathai -- Nivola

2008 (56th) The escape of Oney Judge: Martha Washington's slave finds freedom -- McCully

2007 (55th) A place where sunflowers grow -- Lee-Tai E L518p

2006 (54th) Delivering justice: W. W. Law and the fight for civil rights -- Haskins

2005 (53rd) Sélavi, that is life: a Haitian story of hope -- Landowne

2004 (52nd) Harvesting hope: the story of Cesar Chavez -- Krull CHAVEZ B C398K


2002 (50th) Martin's big words: the life of Dr. Martin Luther King F W8333t

2001 (49th) The composition -- Skármeta

2000 (48th) Molly Bannaky -- McGill

1999 (47th) Painted words / spoken memories: Marianthe's story -- Aliki

1998 (46th) Seven brave women -- Hearne E H35s

1997 (45th) Wilma unlimited -- Krull RUDOLPH B R835K
1996 (44th) No Award Given

Special Commendation: The middle passage: white ships/black cargo -- Feelings
759.13 F321m

1995 (43rd) Sitti’s secrets -- Nye E N984s

1994 (42nd) This land is my land -- Littlechild 971.004 L722t

1993 (41st) Aunt Harriet's underground railroad in the sky -- Ringgold E R473a2